Robot Ex Machina

A Framework for Real-Time Robot Programming and Control

**ABSTRACT**

Industrial robotic arms are increasingly present in digital fabrication workflows due to their robustness, degrees of freedom, and potentially large scale. However, the range of possibilities they provide is limited by their typical software control paradigms, specifically offline programming. This model requires all the robotic instructions to be pre-defined before execution, a possibility only affordable in highly predictable environments. But in the context of architecture, design and art, it can hardly accommodate more complex forms of control, such as responding to material feedback, adapting to changing conditions on a construction site, or on-the-fly decision-making.

We present Robot Ex Machina, an open-source computational framework of software tools for real-time robot programming and control. The contribution of this framework is a paradigm shift in robot programming models, systematically providing a platform to enable real-time interaction and control of mechanical actuators. Furthermore, it fosters programming styles that are reactive to, rather than prescriptive about, the state of the robot. We argue that this model is, compared to traditional offline programming, beneficial for creative individuals, as its concurrent nature and immediate feedback provide a deeper and richer set of possibilities, facilitates experimentation, flow of thought, and creative inquiry. In this paper, we introduce the framework, and discuss the unifying model around which all its tools are designed. Three case studies are presented, showcasing how the framework provides richer interaction models and novel outcomes in digital making. We conclude by discussing current limitations of the model and future work.
INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, we have witnessed an increased effort in exploring the new possibilities that industrial robotic arms could afford in the context of digital fabrication. However, several challenges still remain for larger adoption of these machines in digital fabrication. On the one hand, robots are notoriously hard to program: users are required to have significant domain expertise in order to be able to successfully use black-boxed environments to control these machines, with this knowledge often tied to a particular brand of industrial robot. This poses a great entry barrier that requires significant time investment to overcome, preventing novel users accessing these tools.

Most importantly, and even though industrial robots have become technically better over the years, it could be argued that the paradigms we use to program them have remained largely the same during the past half century (Peek 2016). Robot controllers, and their programming environments, perpetuate a classical machine control paradigm: offline programming. Under this model, all the motion planning, instructions, and logic must be pre-defined and translated to a program in the machine’s native language, which will be executed without any further intervention from its creator. This is, for instance, the typical use case for any common 3D printing operation. Such paradigm is well suited for highly calibrated and predictable environments, where precise assumptions about their state can be done a priori. However, it is particularly constraining for systems with elevated degrees of uncertainty, or where robot behavior is mainly driven in response to evolving conditions around it. This is especially the case of robotic systems based on sensory input, environmental feedback, material properties, interactive installations, human–robot collaboration, etc. In this paper, we would like to argue that this model is particularly constraining from a creative point of view, as it prevents quick iteration and provides a rather shallow range of possible robot interaction models.

We hereby present Robot Ex Machina, a framework of computational tools for real-time robot programming and control. The framework is comprised of a collection of code libraries, plugins and stand-alone applications, all of them following the unifying principles of the enactive robotics model (García del Castillo 2019a). These tools are designed to integrate into programming environments popular among computational designers, makers and creative coders, and are publicly available in open-source repositories in order to maximize their educational and extensibility potential.

While it will be argued that the framework presented in this paper helps overcome some of the entry barriers present in typical robot programming environments, the main contribution of this research is to provide a systematic way to supersede the obsolete offline paradigm, allowing users to create robot control systems that are built with concurrent interaction at their core, and fostering programming styles that are reactive to, rather than prescriptive about, program execution. It will be argued that this framework enables a richer and deeper spectrum of possibilities for its users, in which its real-time nature and immediate feedback facilitates experimentation, flow of thought, and creative inquiry.

BACKGROUND

Several are the challenges still present in the democratization of robot programming and control. In industrial contexts, robot manufacturers usually provide highly proprietary frameworks specific to their products and the programming languages that run on them. These environments typically require significant training and domain expertise, and are oriented for highly specialized audiences in the engineering and manufacturing fields. Efforts have been made to open up the field of robotics to the research community (Quigley et al. 2009), but the target audience remains a reduced group of highly skilled individuals tied to engineering fields. Without the proper training and time investment, robotics is still out of reach to more general audiences.

Fortunately, some progress has been done in the last few years to bring creative communities closer to the world of industrial robots. The popularity of visual programming languages (VPL) for CAD/CAM workflows, such as Grasshopper3d, has led to the development of a large ecosystem of robot programming tools that integrate in this environment. Relevant examples of these tools are HAL Robotics (Schwartz 2013), KukaPRC (Braumann and Brell-Çokcoan 2011), SuperMatterTools, Mussel (Johns 2014), TacoABB or Scorpion (Elashry and Ruairi 2014). While these tools usually streamline CAD to CAM processes, they are often brand-specific, requiring the rewriting of workflows with different tools to adapt them between systems. But most importantly, while some of these frameworks implement basic real-time communication, this functionality is reduced to automating program uploading to the robot, but does not involve live bi-directional feedback between machine and controller; they are fundamentally designed for offline programming.

Several authors have identified the limitations of this model, especially in the context of humans making things with
machines. Proposals to palliate its effect include making the modeling and simulation phases concurrent (Landay 2009), advocate for models where robots complement conventional construction rather than substitute it (Bechthold 2010), propose interactive fabrication as the new making paradigm (Willis et al. 2011), or the exploration of the different levels of interaction units in personal fabrication (Mueller 2016). Ultimately, most authors agree that the big challenge to push our capacity to make things with machines lies in the software interfaces we use to mediate such interaction.

The will to break free of the constrains of the offline paradigm is clearly patent in recent attempts at enhanced robot fabrication systems via closed-loop control. Examples of such include projects accounting for tolerances in construction in near real-time through "adaptive part variation" (Vasey, Maxwell and Pigram 2014), control of material feedback during production (Raspall, Amtsberg and Peters 2014) or sensory-informed autonomous robotic assembly (Jeffers 2016). Unfortunately, most of these projects relied on the development of bespoke solutions in the form of custom scripts and manually handled low-level machine communication. Sharif, Gentry and Sweet (2016) propose "adaptive control" to systematically incorporate humans on the loop on robotic fabrication processes, but their contribution stays at the conceptual level, with no technical counterpart. Shahmiri and Ficca (2016) describe a "model for real-time control of industrial robots," including technical architecture and sample implementations, but their contribution is specific to the Grasshopper3D environment and ABB robots.

The research presented in this paper aims to contribute a technical framework, backed by a conceptual model, in order to systematically enable concurrent programming and control. The aim of the project is to provide a powerful, robust, and intuitive set of tools to access programming of industrial robotic arms, systematically situating concurrency at the cornerstone of its main control paradigm. The tools hereby presented address different groups of user levels, from novel users to advanced users, and can be integrated into common CAD/CAM environments, used to build applications or used as stand-alone ones.

### Enactive Robotics

All the tools in the Robot Ex Machina framework are designed under the unifying principles of enactive robotics (García del Castillo 2019a; Figure 1), an action-state model for concurrent machine control. This paradigm is based on the theories of Bruner (1966) and Varela, Thompson and Rosch (2016), and situates action as the main cognitive unit of interaction between an agent and a system. The model is fundamentally based on the capacity of any decision-making agent—a deterministic algorithm, a neural network, a human—to interact in real-time with a system with the intention of controlling its behavior. In this context, an "action" is defined as a "request from the decision-making agent to change some of the properties of the controlled device." Actions must be:

- **Self-contained:** they embed all the information they need to convey their message
- **Platform-agnostic:** they contain no information about the device they are targeting
- **Universal:** can be applied to any device
- **Contextual:** their effect depends on the type of device that executes it and its state
- **Sequential:** they are executed in the order they were issued

Additionally, this paradigm relies on the central role of a state model, which contains a "concurrent representation of the changing properties of the devices participating in the system," and acts as the mediator between the agent and the machine. The state model must be:
• **Mutable**: should change dynamically to reflect changes in execution
• **Asynchronous**: be independent of any external runtime
• **Mediator**: perform translations between high-level actions and their machine representations
• **Transparent**: any agent should be able to query its properties at run-time

Figure 2 illustrates a conceptual example of this model. An agent requests the action “Move 100 mm along X axis” to the state model. The action contains all the information it needs to communicate the message but is agnostic to the system that will receive it. The state model receives the action and perform the necessary operations to translate it to a real-time instruction for a particular device. If this device is a 3D printer, the information contained in the action can be directly mirrored into GCode. If the device is an ABB robot, the model needs to supply additional information based on the device’s current state—orientation, configuration, velocity, zone, etc.—in order to generate a RAPID call. If the device is an Arduino board, the action can simply not be fulfilled.

This action-state model is particularly apt for the concurrent control of mechanical actuators, as it is capable of bridging the large-scale differences between the typically fast run time of a computational agent, and the slower execution time of mechanical actuators. Furthermore, due to its universality, it is applicable to any machine that performs motion in three dimensions, as well as apt to control different brands of robots under the same system. Finally, it provides a cognitive model that is easy and intuitive to learn, facilitating access to robot control to wider audiences.

Machina.NET
The core of the Robot Ex Machina framework is Machina.NET, a library for robot programming and control written in C#. The library is designed for advanced users familiar with the .NET framework, and can be used to create stand-alone applications, or tools that integrate into common CAD/CAM applications such as Grasshopper3D or DynamoBIM.

Machina.NET features a public application programming interface (API) that consists of simple English verbs denoting action requests, such as Move, Rotate, Transform, Speed, etc. In Figure 3, a simple "Hello Robot" program is represented which connects in real-time to an ABB robot, moves it to absolute coordinates 400, 300, 500 mm, traces a vertical 250 mm long line, and sends the robot back to a "home" position by setting the rotation of its six axes to 0, 0, 0, 0, 90, 0 degrees.

```csharp
using System;
using Machina;
namespace Sample
{
    class MachinaSample
    {
        static void Main(string[] args)
        {
            Robot arm = Robot.Create("HelloRobot", "ABB");
            arm.Connect("192.168.125.1", 7000);
            arm.Message("Hello Robot!");
            arm.Speed(100);
            arm.MoveTo(400, 300, 500);
            arm.Rotate(0, 0, -90);
            arm.Move(0, 0, 250);
            arm.Wait(2000);
            arm.AxesTo(0, 0, 0, 90, 0);
            Console.WriteLine("Press any key to finish this program");
            Console.ReadKey();
            arm.Disconnect();
        }
    }
}
```

3 A sample "Hello Robot" program written in Machina.NET

The internal architecture of Machina.NET mirrors the action-state model described before, providing a public API of actions that can be used to control the device. An important characteristic of this API is that it provides absolute and relative flavors for most actions in the form of the Action/To Syntax: Move is relative, while MoveTo is absolute. This is made possible by the central role of the state model, which keeps track of the evolution of the system, and is capable of translating an input relative action into an absolute machine instruction. The project’s main repository contains an up-to-date full API of actions.

While Machina.NET can be used to generate a robotic program in traditional offline mode, the real potential of the library reveals itself when working in online mode. In this scenario, the library establishes a connection with a real or simulated controller—like RobotStudio—using a custom driver script. As soon as an action is requested, the user is notified in changes on the execution of this action via a set of asynchronous events, such as ActionReleased—when the action left the queue and was sent to the device—or ActionExecuted—when the device has finished executing that action. This API of notifications is extremely useful in designing applications or systems that react to changes in program execution.

The architecture of Machina.NET also makes it extremely modular and extensible. The core of the library is platform-agnostic, and incorporates a family of high-level descriptions for actions, as well as abstract classes as foundations to interface with physical devices. Machine states are tracked via a layered system of Cursor representations, which can be extended to accommodate different types of mechanical configurations. Similarly, the Compiler class can be extended to translate high-level actions to platform-specific code—GCode, RAPID, KRL, URScript, etc.—while low-level communication with
A detailed description of the architecture and implementation of Machina.NET can be found on García del Castillo (2019b). This library is the core project of the Robot Ex Machina framework, incorporates all the technical architecture to make the action-state model possible, and serves as the technical foundation for all the other tools in the framework.

Machina Bridge

Machina.NET provides a powerful environment to create custom applications for real-time robotic systems. However, it requires a certain expertise in writing .NET applications, which may still constitute a great entry barrier to a large segment of the project’s target users.

The Machina Bridge is a stand-alone, self-contained executable Windows application built with Machina.NET at its core, designed to provide immediate access to real-time robot control via a graphical user interface (GUI) (Figure 5), without the complexities of writing a desktop application. The interface features a series of input elements to customize the parameters for robot communication. Once successfully connected, users can use a command-line interface (CLI) to type Machina-styled actions either as single requests or lists of them. Upon sending the request for execution, the actions become buffered and released to the machine as soon as they get priority, with their execution tracked on the queue window. A status section, as well as a console window, give the user constant feedback about changes in execution and evolution of the system.

The Bridge proved to be a fairly successful tool at the earlier stages of this research. Despite the application having limited tools for program composition, its main value it two-fold. For novel users, the immediacy of typing an action and seeing it execute right away became a playful and powerful cognitive tool to understand basic concepts around robot programming. Moreover, as we will discuss in the next section, its most powerful feature is its capacity to act as mediator between the robot and any other client application willing to interface into it.

Other Programming Languages

The availability of Machina as a C# library only is a significant limitation, preventing users to access its functionality from other popular platforms. In order to extend robot control to other environments, users can still use the same conceptual action-state model using the Bridge as a gateway to the machine instead—hence its name.

Aside from controlling a robot with the Bridge via the GUI, the application also provides access to its functionality to other applications via a background server. Any client willing to control the robot can use the WebSocket protocol, a standard in most modern programming languages, to connect to the Bridge server, and stream Machina-styled actions as string messages. Once received, the Bridge takes care of queuing those actions, parsing them into machine instructions, using low-level protocols to stream them to
the controller, and tracking their progress (Figure 1). The client will in turn be notified of events rising over the execution of the actions, also as WebSocket string messages. This interaction model gives the Bridge the capacity to serve as a de-facto stand-alone state model in itself, able to serve as such to any other external application.

This cross-platform architecture allows the easy and fast creation of Machina-styled libraries for any programming language. The library only needs to feature a class as a thin wrapper around a WebSocket client, exposing a collection of methods matching the Machina API. The only function of the library is to translate the syntax and typing of the host platform to Machina-styled commands, and stream them to the Bridge via simple string messages. Optionally, the library may trigger responses after incoming messages from the Bridge via whichever idioms the platform uses: event handlers, method overrides, callbacks, etc. Such is, for instance, the common architecture behind Machina for Processing, Machina for Python, and Machina for JavaScript (Figure 6), all of them part of the Robot Ex Machina framework. This way, maintaining a library for the Machina ecosystem is reduced to ensuring compatibility with the main API, as all the rest of the real functionality can be delegated to the core .NET library, with the Bridge as its subsidiary.

**CAD Environments**

The flexibility of the model to provide a consistent interaction model in different environments makes it possible to provide high-level access to robotic manipulation for a variety of programming languages. However, many of these platforms lack the geometry processing tools necessary for complex CAD/CAM workflows, such as model slicing for 3D printing or toolpath generation for milling. The recent popularity of VPLs such as Grasshopper3D or DynamoBIM has democratized access to computational design workflows, and resulted in a myriad of robotic plugins that harness their geometry processing power.

Two implementations of the Machina architecture for VPLs are finally presented in this section: Machina for Grasshopper3D and Machina for DynamoBIM. Both projects are built on top of the Machina.NET library at the core, and distributed as plugins/packages that integrate into their respective hosts. They feature a collection of components/nodes that mirror the underlying Machina API of actions. In this way, programs can be composed by the translation of the platform’s native geometry objects into Machina actions, and forming programs via their concatenation into lists. Such programs can be compiled into offline code for a target machine directly from the VPL, without external dependencies. However, and just like with the rest of the tools in the framework, real-time control can be enacted on a robot using the Bridge as the interface to it. The projects feature dedicated components to manage connection and streaming to the Bridge, via an internal WebSocket client, and can be set up to listen periodically to incoming notifications, triggering responses under certain circumstances. This way, a basic form of semi-responsive reactive programming can be developed in these environments which are otherwise not designed to accommodate execution loops.
CASE STUDIES

The Robot Ex Machina framework has been successfully used for large scale robotic construction and manufacturing projects in conventional offline mode. These include the 2018 CEVISAMA Pavilion in Spain (Seibold et al. 2018) and the Greenbuild Pavilion in the USA (Hasan, Reddy and TsayJacobs 2019). However, the real power of the framework lies in its systematic capacity to enable concurrent control of a mechanical device, and the new scope of creative opportunities this possibility enables.

One of the most immediate disruptions this new paradigm can bring to conventional fabrication workflows is the introduction of real-time control in 3D printing. In Figure 7, the author created a simple Grasshopper3D script to 3D print a cylinder out of clay. As the script is continuously monitoring the print, it can stream layers sequentially as needed, while allowing room for concurrent human intervention. The creator can use the UI to navigate the model and modify the shape of the remaining layers, with the script imposing small restrictions based on the real-time state of the process to avoid failed prints. This way, the system allows for a closed-loop environment that involves a robot, a computational mediator and a human controller (Figure 8). Alothman et al. (2018) and Im, Alothman and García del Castillo (2018) further showcase this potential on "Responsive Spatial Print," a project where a spatial lattice of clay is 3D printed by measuring the deformation...
of the clay as the material was deposited, and recalibrating the toolpaths of the next layer to counteract such distortion.

The idea of real-time human-robot collaboration was further explored during the “Tight Squeeze” workshop at the RobArch 2018 conference (Figure 9). Workshop leaders and participants built a large-scale pavilion out of 2x4 wooden studs by developing an interactive robotic construction system. The workflow started from a digital model of the pavilion, which generated simple robotic routines for member pick-up and drop-off in position. However, due to the complexity of the design, motion planning to avoid collisions would have been a huge challenge, difficult to solve with computational algorithms. Instead, the system relied on human supervisors able to input motion instructions via a set of video game controllers connected to the system, allowing real-time human guidance and tweaking over the baseline pick-and-place operation. Humans could pause motion execution, perform tweaks, and resume the procedure again, hence being able to manually avoid object collisions or account for material tolerances. This way, workshop participants were able to guide two industrial robots hanging from a gantry into building a pavilion with complex geometry and spatially intersecting planes.

The capacity of the Machina framework to systematically accommodate any decision-making agent as part of a robotic system opens up a wide spectrum of novel possibilities beyond manufacturing applications. During the “Mind Ex Machina” workshop at the SmartGeometry 2018 conference, participants explored creative opportunities at the intersection of robotics and machine learning. As a sample project, an interactive robot drawing application was designed by the workshop leaders, using machine learning as an interactive aid. Users could use a custom-built web
application to select a sketch type—such as bird, cat or bicycle among others—and draw the first stroke of a doodle through a touch screen. A request would be sent to an HTTP server generating predictions from a Sketch-RNN model (Ha and Eck 2017), which had the capacity to generate a full drawing out that initial stroke (Figure 10, top). The prediction would be rendered on the screen, and upon approval, sent to the robot to be plotted on paper, using Machina for JavaScript and the Bridge (Figure 11). The collaborative relation between the human and the neural network showcases the potential of suggestive drawing as a new paradigm in human-computer creative interaction (Martínez 2017).

Workshop participant Sean Wallish ported the architecture of the system to Processing and its Machina counterpart, creating an art piece called "Exquisite Corpse". Drawing inspiration from the eponymous literary figure, he created an installation where, starting from an initial human stroke, the robot would draw Sketch-RNN doodles recursively using the last stroke of one sketch as the input for the next (Figure 10, bottom, and Figure 11), resulting in a collage of doodles that encapsulated the expression of the millions of humans who had previously trained the neural network.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The framework is still under active development, and future work will go on addressing current limitations still present on the technical implementation. On the one hand, the core lacks a comprehensive library or robot models, along with dimensions, configuration, and joint limitations. This prevents the implementation of forward and inverse kinematic solvers, and delegates configuration solutions to the robot controller. Such limitation can be frustrating for the user, as the framework lacks the necessary information to prevent the robot from moving towards out of reach targets or through singularities; users can only find about such problems upon hitting robot execution errors. This lack also prevents certain translations between actions in relative and absolute coordinates, or between Cartesian and configuration spaces. Finally, and probably most importantly, it severely limits the capacity to generate visual simulations of programs before execution.

Additionally, working with robots—especially in a real-time fashion—can be dangerous for the user. Special attention will go into developing safety mechanisms that prevent users from requesting ill-defined actions, or continuous execution of programs with failed actions in them—a sort of default strict mode for novel users.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented Robot Ex Machina, a novel computational framework for real-time programming and control of industrial robotic arms. The framework provides a systematic way to command machines concurrently, and create robotic systems that can be inherently reactive, rather than prescriptive, about their behavior. The framework is inspired by the cognitive aspects of the enactive robotics model, and is designed to constitute an accessible entry point to robotics for novel users while, at the same time, providing a wider and deeper range of possibilities for advanced users. The different tools available in the framework were introduced, and their limitations were highlighted towards future development. Three case studies were presenting, showing the potential of this new paradigm to fundamentally change the role of robot control in experimental fields such as 3D printing, large-scale construction and art.

All the tools described in this paper are published as open-source projects, freely available to the community on http://robotexmachina.com. We hope that this contribution will help creative individuals supersede obsolete models of robot control and expand the standards of what can be done with machines and code.
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